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Project Goals:
Microbial generalists are metabolically versatile and able to cope with periodically or
randomly fluctuating natural environments by appropriately up- or down-regulating genes
to optimize resource utilization. Not surprisingly, many experimental evolution studies
have reported that mutations accumulate in regulatory genes during metabolic
specialization of a generalist to a single resource environment. However, it is generally
assumed and not demonstrated whether or how regulatory mutations foster adaptive
evolution to new environments. The goal of this project is to provide insight into the
complex intertwined relationship between regulatory architecture of a generalist and the
spatiotemporal structure of environmental changes. We aim to bring together technologies
and concepts in a systems biology framework to provide comprehensive characterization of
microbial resilience from genome-wide and population scale to detailed molecular and
single cell level.
Abstract:
Managing tradeoffs through gene regulation is believed to confer resilience to a microbial
community in a fluctuating resource environment. To investigate this hypothesis we imposed a
fluctuating environment that required the sulfate-reducer Desulfovibrio vulgaris to undergo
repeated ecologically-relevant shifts between retaining metabolic independence (active capacity
for sulfate respiration) and becoming metabolically specialized to a mutualistic association with
the hydrogen consuming Methanococcus maripaludis. Strikingly, the microbial community
became progressively less proficient at restoring the environmentally-relevant physiological state

after each perturbation and most cultures collapsed within 3-7 shifts. Counter-intuitively, the
collapse phenomenon was prevented by a single regulatory mutation. We have characterized the
mechanism for collapse by conducting RNA-seq analysis, proteomics, microcalorimetry, and
single cell transcriptome analysis. We demonstrate that the collapse was caused by conditional
gene regulation, which drove precipitous decline in intracellular abundance of essential
transcripts and proteins, imposing greater energetic burden of regulation to restore function in a
fluctuating environment.
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